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OUR VISION 
 

Dalmain Primary School cultivates an 

environment of excellence in all areas of 

pursuit where staff members, in partnership 

with the community, provide a challenging, 

and inclusive curriculum inspiring all 

students to lead lives that are personally 

fulfilling, enabling them to contribute 

positively to a global society. 

 

Students are encouraged, and expected, to 

take risks with their learning and to accept 

responsibility for their actions. They 

recognise that Dalmain Primary School is a          

supportive learning environment with a 

holistic focus on health and well-being. 

 

OUR VALUES 

Dalmain Primary School’s  motto ‘Care, 

Strive, Achieve’ encapsulates the four 

core values outlined in the Department of 

Education’s Plan for Government Schools.   

The four core values guide everything we 

do. In stating these values, we 

acknowledge that words alone are not  

sufficient; it is actions, based on these  

values that are important. 

 

Learning 

We have a positive approach to learning 

and encourage it in others; we advance 

student learning based on our belief that all 

students have the capacity to learn. 

 

Excellence 

We have high expectations of our students 

and ourselves. We set standards of 

excellence and strive to achieve them. The 

standards and expectations challenge all of 

us to give our best. 

 

Equity 

We recognise the differing circumstances 

and needs of our students and are       

dedicated to achieving the best possible 

outcomes for all. We strive to create     

workplaces and learning environments that 

are free of discrimination, abuse or        

exploitation. 

 

Care 

We treat all individuals with care. Our    

relationships are based on trust, mutual 

respect and the acceptance of                   

responsibility. We recognise the value of 

working in partnership with parents/carers 

and the wider community in providing a 

quality education for our students. 

Introduction 

The Dalmain Primary School Annual Report provides an overview of the learning 

programs and opportunities that were available during the 2016 school year. 

Students participated in a broad range of engaging events that provided additional 

learning opportunities both on and off school grounds. This report outlines areas 

of strength as well as highlighting areas for improvement.  

Highlights of 2016 included: 

 The construction and completion of the 
Nature Play Space. 

 Sound NAPLAN results  in comparison 
to ‘like’ schools and the Australian 
mean. 

 School choir performance “Matilda” at 
the Crown Theatre for WAMSE. 

 Continuing development of the Dalmain 
Urban Garden (D.U.G) 

 Partnerships:- 
- Greenwood College: Year six 

transition program. 
- ECU (Joondalup): Trainee teachers 
- TAFE: Education Assistant trainees 
- Care for Kids: onsite out of school 

hours care 
- High School Students: Work 

experience program  

 Tournament of the Minds 

 Support-A-Reader program. 

 Successful leadership and graduation 
program for Year six students. 

 School concert - “You Can Do It” 

 Individual success in a variety of 
competitions including the Australian 
Mathematics competition. 

 Open Day at Government House—
Dance Invitation 

 A variety of educative incursions and 
excursions. 

 High quality school assemblies. 

 Year six camp at Woodman Point.  

 Successful school Dance program. 

 School ANZAC Day Service. 

 Waste Wise Program integrated across 
the school. 

The Dalmain Primary School community contributes to the ongoing success and  

improvement of our learning environment in many different forms. This 

assistance includes positions on the school board and P&C  as well as helping out 

in classrooms, excursions, sports days, student discos and programs such as 

Support-A-Reader. The input of parents and community members is crucial to 

our school and students. I would like to thank all of our wonderful volunteers for 

their important contribution towards Dalmain Primary School.   

I look forward to working with our school community in 2017 and continuing to 

foster a high quality learning program for all of our students.   

Don Boyes 

PRINCIPAL 



Overview of the School 

Dalmain PS opened in 1990 and is one of five primary schools in the northern suburb of Kingsley. The school has a student 

population of approximately 310 students supported by a professional and caring staff. Student numbers ensure a 

capacity to offer diverse programs while maintaining a close relationship with students and families.   

Since becoming an Independent Public School in 2013, the school has assumed full responsibility for the management of 

all staffing positions. As vacancies arise, this delegated capacity enables the school to appoint staff whose skills and 

experience best match our school context. Teaching staff ensure their classrooms reflect the standard expected by the 

community and provide an engaging learning environment for the students. In 2016 Dalmain had specialist teachers in 

Music and the Visual Arts, Physical Education and LOTE with students in Years 3 - 6 studying Japanese.  

Staffing and School Structure 

In 2016 the student enrolment increased slightly to 310. Currently all classrooms are used across the school with the 2016 

structure consisting of  two kindergarten and two pre-primary classes and nine primary classes. It is envisaged that student 

numbers will slightly increase for 2017.   

Student Numbers     (as at 2016 Semester 2) 

 

Note: The Kin Full Time student figure represents the Full Time Equivalent of the Part Time students 

  Kin PPR Y01 Y02 Y03 Y04 Y05 Y06 Total 

Full Time (20) 40 39 42 44 38 47 23 293 

Part Time 40                 



 

Additional Comparative Data 

The chart below displays the average scores for each of the learning areas assessed. Dalmain Primary School’s scores are  

displayed in blue. Also displayed are the average scores for statistically similar schools (SIM) and all Australian Schools 

(ALL). The coloured bars indicate whether Dalmain’s scores are above, close to or below the other scores. The data for our 

students across all areas in Year three is at or above, what would be expected both at a national and “like” school level. 

The data for our Year five cohort  in Writing and Numeracy is very positive, while the results in Reading, Spelling, Grammar 

and Punctuation are not as good and slightly below other “like” school averages. The data is inline with expectations and 

additional data can be viewed on the My School national website.  



Learning Area Information 

The following reports provide a brief synopsis of what has taken place in each of the Learning Areas  in 2016. 

 

Mathematics (Jennifer Kaluzynski) 

In 2016, mathematics remained a priority area. The priority is to create a whole school numeracy plan providing high 
quality teaching and leadership across all areas of Mathematics.  (Number, Algebra, Measurement, Geometry and 
Statistics and Probability) 

DIRECTION FOR SCHOOLS 

FOCUS 2016 

 Success for all students 

 High quality teaching 

 Effective leadership 

 Strong governance and support 

Staff used the National Curriculum and SCSA resources to teach, assess and report on year level Australian Curriculum 
content.  Teachers explicitly taught and modelled key concepts using the correct meta language across all year levels. All 
classes dedicated 25% of their school day to the teaching of mathematics. 

Staff continued to use Envision as their main teaching resource. The programme includes planning, teaching and 
assessing mathematical concepts. 

In term one staff attended Envision workshops and are currently using the programme across all year levels. This will 
support our whole school plan and give individual teachers the skills to deliver high quality teaching to their students. 
Feedback from staff varied as some felt there were not enough hands on tasks and use of concrete materials when 
introducing a new concept. The programme will be reviewed in 2017. 

Other resources included NAPLAN test samples, planning documents and teacher-made assessment tasks. Peter 
Nowland MTS is available to all teaching staff and is a valuable programme as it provided lesson plans, assessment tasks, 
powerpoint presentations and videos to engage the students. This programme is available online and teachers have 
access to all year levels.  

Studyladder and Skoolbo continued to provide children the opportunity to improve their basic number skills. The 
computer programme is a fantastic teaching tool and allows children to assess tasks and competitions at home. It has 
been a popular programme as it allows teachers to set work and it provides valuable feedback to parents. 

Dalmain’s 2016 NAPLAN results indicated all year groups were above the Australian Schools Mean and above the WA 
Schools mean.  In Year Three 25% of the students were in the top 20%.  While in Year Five 20% of the  students were in 
the top 20%.  No student was below the minimum standard in Year Three and Five. Staff analysed the data and 
implemented individual and group programmes. These results will need to be monitored in the future. 

In July, 46 students entered the Australian Mathematics Competition. Some individual achievements were very pleasing.  
Two students received a Distinction Award and 16 students received a Credit Award. This was an improvement from 
previous years. 

ACER testing was used in term four (Year 1 - 6) to gather extra data on student’s individual progress. Students completed 
a series of online tests and teachers received valuable information on each child’s understanding of mathematical 
concepts. We will be able to compare these initial results with future testing and map individual and group progress. 

The Friday Maths competition focused on improving basic number skills. The children found this activity and the rewards 
and incentives motivation to do well. Results for 2016 show improvement in many individual results. 

In 2017 Mathematics will remain a priority area as stated in the Strategic Plan for WA Public Schools. We will continue to 
develop a whole school approach towards mathematics and develop a Dalmain Primary School Whole School Numeracy 
Plan. The focus will be developing student’s fluency. 



English (Eileen Buswell) 

The Dalmain Business Plan 2016 – 2018 clearly sets out the targets for Reading, Writing and Spelling. The students at 

Dalmain are expected to achieve the equivalent or better than students in “like’ schools in Reading and Spelling and will 

out- perform students in statistically similar schools in Writing. The NAPLAN data in Year three , shows the students 

achieved the targets in Reading and Writing and, by the smallest of margins, failed to meet the Spelling target. The Year 

five students achieved the target in Writing but not in Reading or Spelling.  Analysis of the data of the stable cohort Year 

Three to Five showed that the students had made progress but not at the same rate as students in’ like’ schools.   

The new configuration of the school day in mid-2016 meant that a forty minute period each day was devoted to the 

teaching of spelling.  All classes had spelling timetabled at the same time slot and classes were cross set into ability 

groups.  It is envisaged that this new arrangement will have an impact on the students’ future NAPLAN results. The 

programs used for the teaching of spelling are considered to be best practice.  

The teachers in Kindergarten to Year Two have had extensive professional learning in the synthetic phoneme and 

grapheme program “Letters and Sounds”. This program has students from as early as Kindergarten segmenting words 

into their constituent phonemes to spell and blending sounds to aid their reading. Letters and Sounds is a systematic 

approach to phoneme and grapheme awareness. It reinforces and builds on previous learning, to secure children’s 

progress. 

The students from Year Three to Six move on to an analytical approach to Spelling, using the “Words Their Way” 

program. This program is recognised as best practice in the teaching of spelling and word study. It recognises the 

developmental progression from alphabet to pattern to meaning among learners of English.  

Teachers expressed concern about the Victorian Cursive font taught in handwriting which bears little resemblance to 

the font in most reading texts and has some confusing letter formations in particular the letters b and p. A whole school 

decision was made to adopt the NSW foundation font and this was implemented in kindergarten and pre-primary in 

2016. 

The teachers fully implemented the English National Curriculum and continued to work on whole school approaches to 

the teaching of reading, writing, grammar and punctuation.  The school ensured that all programs were fully resourced 

and professional learning was provided for teachers to ensure their success. 

The school also complied with big picture planning form the Department of Education – Classroom First Strategy, Focus 

2016, The Early Years of Schooling and the Plan for Public Schools 2016 – 2019 – High Performance- High Care. 



History (Kirsten Perry) 

The teaching and assessing of History in 2016 was guided by the Australian Curriculum and the SCASA Judging Standards. 
All teachers from across the school engaged their students in various activities and learning experiences. In Semester Two 
all classroom teachers were required to report on this area.  

On top of the explicit teaching of History some classes participated in extra activities such as incursions and excursions. To 
support the inclusion of Civics & Citizenship, Civics Education provided by the Constitution Centre of Western Australia 
was organised for Years One through Six. This involved the students engaging in an activity that developed their under-
standing of why rules are made, ways we can actively participate in our community as well as how our government and 
the electoral system works.  

Another whole school event which occurred in 2016 was the ANZAC Memorial Service. This event occurred at the end of 
Term One and involved all students from Pre-Primary through to Year six. A representative from each class read a piece of 
writing they had created which related to the ANZACs or war events. We also had veteran, Brian Haseldine present, who 
shared some of his memories with the school. Every student had a piece of work on display relating to the ANZACs and 
was provided with the opportunity to bring in a photo of any family member who had fought in a war to be displayed on 
the Dalmain War Memorial Board. On November 11 all students participated in a Minute’s Silence to remember  the      
conflicts and soldiers as a part of Remembrance Day.  

Towards the end of 2016 staff familiarised themselves with the Aboriginal Cultural Standards Framework. All teaching and 
admin staff collaboratively reflected on the school implementation of the standards as well as identifying areas for       
improvement. Some suggestions put forward included beginning assemblies with an Acknowledgement of Country and 
including Aboriginal bush tucker in the Dalmain Urban Garden (DUG).  

Science (Janine Te Wheoro) 

The Science area continued to be highly valued as an important subject within the Dalmain Curriculum during 2016. 

All classes (K-6) aligned their planning, teaching and assessing to the Australian Curriculum. Science lessons were planned 
on a weekly basis with a minimum of 60 minutes allocated to the subject.  

Evidence of Science activities was seen within classrooms, at assemblies and in communications with parents in the 
school newsletter. Many teachers aimed to teach Science in a cross-curricular manner by integrating it into other subject 
areas. 

The Nature Play area was established and all students were invited to take part in a special tree planting ceremony. Each 
class was allocated an Australian native tree to study and have been encouraged to observe its growth over time. 

In addition to this, a Water Play area was developed outside the Pre-Primary classrooms. This included a water pump  
station and small creek bed for children to explore and create. It was an especially popular area during the Summer 
months. 

Several classes engaged in Science-based excursions to the Perth Zoo and Caversham Wildlife Park. The Kindy classes also 

studied the life cycle of a chicken by having the ‘Hatch-It’ egg programme in their room during March and April. 

All staff engaged in Professional Learning in the STEM area and worked within their year groups to experiment with    

planning documents to integrate STEM into their Science programming.  



Geography (Suzanne Orchard) 

In Semester 1, 2016 children from K-6 were taught and assessed in Geography using the Australian Curriculum and 
the SCSA Judging Standards. Teachers reported in Geography at the end of Term Two. Children were taught the 
language of Geography and an inquiry based learning approach using Informational Technology was implemented.  
Where applicable Geography was integrated across other learning areas including Numeracy, Literacy, Art and 
Science. Staff used a multitude of geographical resources including the World Book Online membership, Google 
Earth, globes, maps and the Oxford Australian Curriculum Atlas. HASS Curriculum Leaders liaised with the school 
librarian to select and purchase appropriate resources that teachers and children could utilise in Geography lessons.  

An awareness and appreciation of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander cultures was included in programs and 
Australia’s engagement with Asia.  

Staff attended and participated in a collaborative Geography meeting with teachers from Goollelal Primary and work 
samples were shared and graded by teachers. Dalmain staff also completed an Aboriginal Cultural Appreciation 
Course on the Education Department’s Portal, had Professional Development on the Aboriginal Cultural Standards 
Framework and attended a course on Appreciating Cultural Awareness.  

Phillip Green - The Wild Man, visited Dalmain Primary. His interactive hands on show taught students and staff 
Aboriginal Survival Technology. Children completed a variety of research tasks prior to this incursion. Special days or 
weeks were celebrated including ANZAC Day, NAIDOC Week and Waterwise Week.  

From an Environmental perspective, Sustainability evolved as a whole school focus with the DUG and Nude Food 
Tuesdays. Classes regularly grew and harvested their own vegetable crops. Some crops were sold for a small profit or 
used in the canteen.  

The school maintained its Wastewise status through sensible management of water usage, recycling paper, food 
scraps, cartridges and batteries. The REMIDA membership was renewed so teachers could continue to visit this 
facility to collect free, recycled materials for use within their classrooms, assemblies or school concert. Geography 
based content and photos were also reported on and included in the school newsletter. 

Both Waste Wise and WaterWise programs continued to hold an important focus with-in our school. School bins 
were given a make-over, ‘Nude-Food Tuesday’ was developed and the Dalmain Urban Garden (DUG) continued to 
grow. As well as the sale of ‘Worm Whizz’ at assemblies, several classes also sold fresh vegies to parents and 
community  members. 

Late in 2016 Dalmain was once again invite to be a trial school for the Scitech Science Discovery Centre. All classes 
engaged in a variety of different activities and some featured in promotional material for the centre.  



Visual Arts (Keilo Wise) 

The 2016 year began with a blast as the HMSS (Her Majesty’s Space-Ship) Dalmain and Seuss rocketed out of the art room 

and onto the streets of Joondalup for the annual Lantern Parade. The hard working students from TA9 and TA5 made 

lanterns, learnt a drumming rhythm, and a choreographed routine all in six weeks. Their efforts were rewarded when they 

won the Community section of the event. 

Term two saw the start of the Art Speaks Japanese competition 

(see the write up in the #37 – 24 November 2016). 

Congratulations go to the students of TA7 &TA8 for the win in 

the display section. A photo of the winning entry can be viewed 

on the Gallery of NSW website.  

The nature play and the Australian environment (flora and 

fauna) were the focus for TA5 and TA7 in term three, with help 

from artist Liza Gandy of ECU’s Artist in Residence Program. 

Students learnt about the Noongar seasonal calendar and 

created textured ceramic ‘pebbles’ inspired by the plants, 

animals and colours which were appropriate for their allocated 

season. These were arranged and cemented into a mosaic in 

the new Nature Play water feature. 

Our other Artist in Residence, Chantelle Crupi from Curtin, painted two murals, an emu and a numbat, to replace the old 

basketball backing boards in the D.U.G. and students were able to ask her questions and watch her while she worked on 

these. Such great exposure for the students to see the work practices of an artist and I extend a huge thank you to these 

wonderful ladies for generously volunteering their time. 

Another project bringing art to our school environment was TA5’s butterfly sculptures. Students designed, painted and 

constructed larger than life wooden butterflies, based on the butterflies found in Western Australian gardens. Working with 

wood was quite a new experience for some of the students as they got to saw and sandpaper while creating their sculpture. 

These can now be seen adorning the lovely gardens around the school.  

Knitting club kicked off this year with a few steadfast students finishing some lengths for yarnbombing. This is near 

completion and should be assembled and installed around the school by the end of term one, 2017. 

2017 has a few important projects in the pipeline already. Mr Archibald and I have already started discussion ideas for our 

Art Speaks Japanese entry and after the success of the Nature play mosaic we have started negotiations for a cultural 

partnership with a local Noongar Community College with the aim to create more artworks to enhance the nature play area 

and increase the student’s knowledge of the Noongar culture.  



Music (Sue Pinakis) 

The music program at Dalmain Primary School is extensive incorporating  opportunities for all children to engage in 

exciting,  meaningful and varied musical experiences.  In classroom music lessons, children were  engaged in Kodaly 

based lessons that involved motivating activities immersing  them in drumming, games, singing and the use of 

classroom tuned percussion. Students were able to become involved in extra classes of keyboard and in a Latin 

American rhythmic ensemble that participated in the WAGSMS concert and supported art students in the Joondalup 

Festival Parade of 2016, of which Dalmain successfully won in their division. 

In 2016, the school choir was very active with performances at our ANZAC  school serviced and graduation ceremony at 

the end of the year as well as with our Matilda performance at the WAGSMS concert mid-year.  Our drumming group 

performed with arts students in the Joondalup Festival Parade as well as a Latin American Rhythmic performance held 

at the Crown Theatre for WAGSMS.  At the end of the year, our whole school concert took the theme of Keys To 

Success with each class in the school coming together to perform with singing and dancing, providing many musical 

opportunities for students to shine.  Our end of year school concerts are well known in the community, with audience 

numbers rising each year.  Students at Dalmain Primary School experience an excellent music program that develops 

their own ability to express themselves musically and to foster a genuine love of music and performance.  



Physical Education (Paul Valentino) 

The Physical Education program underwent a period of transition in 2016, with a change in staff at the end of Term 3. 

A number of positive outcomes were achieved across curriculum, pedagogical and community relationships 

perspectives. Progress was made in developing and implementing assessment and reporting procedures in line with the 

full implementation of the WA Curriculum, and the school was well positioned to continue meeting these requirements.   

The collection of data related to student achievement compared favourably with ‘like schools’ and the continued 

refinement of these processes and strategies will form a focus for planning into 2017. Data was also collected in 

relation to student’s fitness and endurance levels, and this program will be further refined in 2017 to ensure validity 

and reliability in the testing procedures with a view to investigating possible data analysis and presentation. 

In Physical Education we introduced a pedagogical focus involving three key philosophies, each of which are aimed at 

developing skills and attitudes to give our students the best opportunity to continue meaningful involvement in positive 

physical activity.  

We encouraged our students to be confident in ‘challenging themselves’ as well as ‘being safe’ by creating an 

environment that provides safety in a physical, social and emotional sense. They continued developing an awareness of 

challenging themselves to consistently improve their skills and attitudes, their confidence to make mistakes and 

positive responses to seeking and applying feedback. Students were also encouraged and supported to step out of their 

comfort zone and use provided strategies to ‘work effectively with unfamiliar students’ and those of different abilities 

to their own.  

The positive culture of student participation in Physical Education activities continued and a number of external 

coaches and clinics were conducted to strengthen our student’s skills in specialist areas. This curriculum delivery was 

also complemented by whole school activity initiatives including the dance program, in-term swimming and the 

extension of our morning fitness program. This was complemented by our goal-driven, whole school focussed ‘Walk 

Australia’ fitness challenge. Multiple leadership opportunities were identified and applied to support our Faction 

Leaders and will again form an integral aspect of our 2017 program.  

Pleasing results were also achieved in both school based and inter-school fixtures and carnivals and the positive 

engagement illustrated in the responses from families emphasised our school’s strong culture of positive participation.  

Professional teaching networks were investigated with relevant staff from local schools, and some genuine planning 

was enacted to formalise this process into 2017, with the dual focus of creating effective collegial and professional 

support among the local Physical Education staff and a review and refinement of our inter-school sporting and 

extension programs. 



Languages Other Than English [LOTE]  (Nick Archbold) 

Dalmain Primary School aims to provide students with a broad, well-rounded curriculum to instill students with the values 
and skills necessary for global citizenship. To this end, the LOTE (Japanese) program is integrated into the whole school 
program through collaboration with classroom and specialist teachers, demonstrated through successfully winning our 
division in the National Art Speaks Japanese competition for the second year running (Art) and the whole school community 
singing (Music) and the Japanese musical play presented by Year Three students at the assembly in term four.  

ACER testing in LOTE through the Assessment of Language Competence Test was again conducted with the Year 6 students 

in 2016. This was in line with the school also subscribing to online testing through ACER in the areas of Mathematics and 

Literacy. The Japanese test was open for testing during August and closes at the end of August. Overall the results were 

encouraging with two students achieving High Distinction and four students achieving Distinction grades, which although 

not representing an improvement in performance, was in line with expectations for the cohort. There are still some 

problems associated with online testing that need to be addressed but generally the testing is a good reflection of student 

achievement and a useful tool by which to monitor progress. 

There was a substantial amount of professional development attended throughout 2016 related to the implementation of 

the new Languages curriculum at Year Three level in 2018. There will be a continuing focus on this in 2017 with 

development and trial of new materials and content to reflect the new curriculum. 

Health (Emma Menegaldo) 

The Health learning area continued to promote a safe, kind and sympathetic environment for all of our school community in 

2016. There was a sustained focus on the students’ skills and knowledge regarding what constitutes a healthy lifestyle. 

Some highlights included: 

 Senior school students participated in live online lessons promoting internet safety run by the Office of the Children’s 

eSafety Commissioner. 

 Students took part in the Life Education Mobile Classroom. These highly interactive and engaging lessons were 

tailored to different year groups and empower students to make safer and healthier choices in their own lives. 

 In Term two, we hosted the annual National Walk Safely to School Day followed by a whole school breakfast. A 

selection of healthy food was provided for students in the undercover area and this event was well-attended. 

 Students in each class continued their Crunch and Sip Break daily and this took on a more prominent role due to our 

revised school timetable.  

 Many classes harvested vegetables which they had grown in the Dalmain Urban Garden and made healthy snacks to 

eat. 

 The students participated in daily fitness routines and the Wednesday Walk. 

 We provided opportunities for parent education and participation in healthy lifestyles by providing many events 

throughout the year, such as the Walk to School Breakfast, the School Athletics Carnivals, the Lightning Carnival and 

Lapathon. 

 With the continued implementation of the “You Can Do It” Program, students identified their social and emotional 

capabilities using the Five Keys to Success. Some students received “You Can Do It” awards at school assemblies to 

recognise behaviours aligned with the Five Keys. 



Waste Wise Report 2016 

Our sustainability focus continues to grow and develop through the implementation of Waste Wise practises from K -6 

throughout the school. The table below shows student involvement in Waste Wise programs and activities across the 

school at Dalmain PS in 2016. 

 
 

Additional Waste Wise programs and initiatives include the following: 

Nude Food Tuesday 

Nude Food Tuesday remains a focus of our Waste Wise activities with classes encouraged to 

promote and display weekly targets and results of how many students are waste free each week. 

Nude Food dockets were re-introduced in Term Four and weekly prizes provided for two students 

each week to re-invigorate interest. 

Peer Training 

A valuable train the trainer program exists with Year 2 - 5 students training the next group of students for compost 

collection and worm farm. This requires students to give clear, comprehensive instructions and promotes leadership, 

responsibility and peer tutoring amongst the year levels.  

Art work  

Chantelle Crupi a Fine Arts student from Curtin 

University volunteered her time and expertise to 

design and paint two unique blackboards for the 

DUG. 

Garden Grub Club   

During term two and three approximately 60 interested students in Years 1 - 6 participated in a range of afterschool 

organised and directed activities that included, establishing new garden areas, harvesting of produce and general garden 

maintenance; weeding and tidying of the DUG area.  

K - 6 
Numerous classes participate in planting/
harvesting/selling of produce from the DUG 

Year 5 Terracycle - Oral Care Recycling 

Years 2 - 5 Collecting of organic waste daily Year 5 Selling of Worm Wiz at whole school assemblies 

Year 4 Whole School Paper recycling Year 6 Compost Crusaders 

Year 5 
Worm Farming - 3 x weekly feeding/watering and 
collecting Worm Wiz. Year 6 

  

Waste Wise Monitors organise and support 
Nude Food Tuesday. 
Various watering and maintenance roles in the 
DUG. K - 6 Participate in Nude Food Tuesday 



2016 IGA Perth Royal Show 

Dalmain PS competed in the Garden Produce Competition section of the 2016 IGA Perth Royal Show. Our Year  Six 

monitors helped to create and present an impressive wheelbarrow of produce from the DUG. Dalmain received a 

Participation certificate for our entry. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Class Pop-Up Markets 

A number of class pop up markets were held over the year with students involved in promoting their market and selling 

their produce to the school community.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

DUG Sign Competition 

Students from K-6 were invited to participate in a whole school DUG sign competition. An artwork from the entries that 

best depicted activities in the DUG will feature on a professional sign to be made  in 2017. 
 



Information and Communication Technology [ICT]  (Kaylie King ) 

This year new interactive smart boards were installed in every classroom. With this technology, every child in the 

classroom has the ability to utilise the Smart Board at the same time using the multi touch feature. Students have access 

to online resources, diagrams, charts and videos which enables their learning to come alive and helps teachers to 

reinforce their lessons.  

Each school was provided with a kit of innovative, classroom ready technologies to engage students in hands on, 

practical activities that will stimulate their interest in STEM learning and build their digital literacy. The kit includes 

programmable interactive robots, electronic engineering resources for creating real world projects, and an additional 

three iPads. This will help to support the implementation of the Digital Technologies Curriculum which will be reported 

on in 2018. Our goal this year was to support the integration of STEAM in classrooms across the school. We received 

Professional development from SciTech and Mrs TeWheoro around STEAM and how to implement this across multiple 

learning areas. This will continue to be a focus of our school in 2017.  

Our Year 4/5 students were able to participate in lunch time coding clubs with Katie Slape and Mrs Menegaldo. Students 

in Year Two learnt how to code using a program called “Scratch Junior”. In PP/Year 1 students used the Beebot robots to         

program their way through a maze and get to a location using a map. Every class had access to 30 iPads which were used 

for many reasons some being research, accessing resources, coding, creating books, movies, creating surveys and graphs.  

We upgraded to the SOE4 operating system which included new wired and wireless infrastructure, improved data 

security and centralised management. SOE4 was intended to make it easier to provide IT support to schools across the 

state. 



Student Leadership (Eileen Buswell) 

Every student in Year Six at Dalmain is given the opportunity to develop and demonstrate leadership skills in their final 
year of primary school. The selection process is explicitly explained to the students and they are given a job description to 
assist them with their choice of position. 

The process is threefold – a written application, an oral presentation and a peer vote. 

Written Application 

Students write a letter addressing the criteria for the position, giving relevant examples of where and when they have 

demonstrated leadership and supplying a reference where possible.  Their letter is marked by the classroom teachers, the 

Principal and Deputy Principal.  

Oral Presentation 

The students make a statement of claim to an audience of their peers from Year Five and Six, teachers and                    
administration staff. Their speech should contain evidence that they are the most suitable candidate for the position  using 
persuasive techniques. The teachers and administration staff score the speeches against set criteria – vocabulary, clarity , 
fluency, addressing criteria, key examples and X factor. 

Peer Vote 

Following the oral presentation, the students from Year Five and Six select and rank the top three students who in their 
opinion gave the most convincing speech.  These votes are collated and the students given a score from the peer ranking. 

The three processes are weighted equally and the students are given a final score out of fifteen.  The highest ranked   
student gets their first choice and process continues until every student has a position.  The students are presented with 
their badges at the first assembly of that school year and their parents are invited to morning tea following the assembly. 

Students demonstrate leadership throughout the year culminating in a four day camp in November.   

The leadership program is most effective and is ever evolving to take in new school priorities such as Waste Wise, Dalmain 
Urban Garden and ICT. 



 

 

Dalmain Nature Play Space (Amanda Wood) 

The nature play space project began its conception in August 2014 through a desire to provide new and diverse play                
opportunities at the school and to more closely connect our children to nature. The nature play space was seen as a 
vehicle to encourage this connection. At the start of the project, approval was sought from Don Boyes (Principal), Eileen 
Buswell (Deputy Principal), the board and P&C. Consultation was held with teachers, parents/carers and students to 
formulate ideas in November 2014. Schools that had nature play areas were also visited so that we could learn from 
their successes and failures and to collect further ideas. Through a series of classroom workshops run by Amanda Wood 
and observing children’s play in the school grounds, students shared their ideas about what they would like to see in a 
nature play space - this was the impetus to make their dreams a reality.  

 

Don Boyes, Amanda Wood and Jane Ridley attended a Nature Play WA workshop for schools in October 2014 that gave 
further insight into preparing a plan to give to a landscape architect and to highlight some of the safety considerations 
of these spaces. Further advice was sought in March 2015 from Kidsafe WA’s playground advisory service that provided 
a report on any safety considerations to ensure the space would meet the Australian Standards for Playgrounds.  

The ideas from the consultations were collated, a suitable area of the school identified and a landscape architect/
playground designer was engaged in August 2015 to ensure we had a structured plan that met all of the safety 
requirements. A small committee of parents and staff met to discuss the drafted plans. The final plans were then 
forwarded for approval to the Department of Education Planning Division and the City of Joondalup by October 2015. 

Final approvals were received by February 2016 and construction planning began in earnest. The plans were divided 
into three phases: Phase one, the log climbing area; phase two, the tree fort area; and phase 3, the creek bed and sand 
play area. Construction was planned and costed for each phase to ensure we had adequate budget. A playground 
consultant estimated for them to  deliver the entire project would cost in excess of $200,000. It was quickly realised 
that without considerable voluntary effort from the school community and fundraising that all of the phases of the 
project would be unable to be delivered. The P&C held several fundraising events throughout the years, with the most 
successful being the Dalmain Primary School 25th Anniversary Fete held in May 2015. A total budget of $90,000 from the 
school and P&C was confirmed. This included a $10,000 contribution from Care for Kids that use the school for after 
school care.  

Phase One – The Log Climbing Area 

Andrew Morris, a parent at the school, provided his expertise in creating layout plans and cost control, as well as 
assisting to manage the project. Survey services were kindly donated by Survey Group to mark up construction areas 
and fences were relocated in preparation for the first busy bee held in April 2016.  

The first busy bee was site preparation to remove turf and  excess soil in the phase one area and garden beds, and 
phase two, tree fort area. We had about 25 parents/carers, teachers and   students turn up to help out. In preparation 
for the second busy bee, donated marri logs were cut to size and prepared, and other hardwood timbers were sourced, 
delivered and prepared. Kidsafe WA made a site visit to determine that the installation of the large timbers would meet 
the safety standards for nature playgrounds. More soil was removed from around the large timbers to allow adequate 
depth for soft fall mulch to be installed. The second busy bee in May 2016 involved about 24 volunteers (plus 12 
children) that positioned large timber, installed upright timbers, steppers and the cubby arbour dome. Concrete kerbing 
and aluminium edging were installed and mulch and gravel were delivered in preparation for the third busy bee. The 
third busy bee at the end of May 2016 saw 29 volunteers sanding timbers, spreading mulch (the equivalent volume of a 
large shipping containers worth!), compacting sand and gravel and installing a few more steppers. Planks were installed 
and the stilt poles were finalised. Kidsafe WA conducted a final inspection and then by 9th June 2016 the much 



 In June 2016, eight Western Australian native trees were planted throughout the play area so they will eventually provide 
shade but are also important to attract wildlife to the play space. Each year group was allocated a tree to adopt and plant. 
The classes were given an information sheet about the tree including Aboriginal uses and where the tree usually grows. 
Discussions were held about why trees are important for the environment.  

 

Phase Two – Tree Fort Area 

Phase two was the construction of our tree fort. It is a two level tree fort complete with rope combat climb and fireman’s 
pole that was built through the centre of a tree fork. Because of the height of the fort, we were advised to use a 
playground contractor for construction. Construction occurred over a few days in August 2016, which created a lot of 
interest from our students as they watched it go up over the week. Luckily all of the mulch soft fall was already in place so 
children were able to play in this area as soon as construction was completed.  

Native plants were carefully selected to plant in the garden beds and areas surrounding the nature play space, including 
plants that have known Aboriginal uses. Planting plans for each garden bed were prepared and native plants were 
purchased and delivered. The fourth busy bee in September 2017 was to remove turf and soil in the area where the creek 
bed was to be installed and planting of natives in the garden beds.  We had 22 adults and 14 children turn up for the busy 
bee who planted 277 native plants, finishing just before heavy rain started. 
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Phase Three – Creek Bed and Sand Play Area 

The creek bed area consists of a wet creek area, complete with hand pump and water channel and a dry creek area. 
Because of the plumbing and concreting required, a playground contractor was used to install the wet creek area. 
Installation occurred during the October 2016 school holidays. Timber, river pebbles and plants were sourced and 
delivered, soil was shaped, edging installed, large rocks relocated and timber prepared in preparation for the fifth and 
final busy bee held in November 2016. The dry creek bed took shape as 21 adult and 16 children volunteers worked 
tirelessly to complete the area. A wonderful addition to the creek area was the installation of coloured stones made by 
students during art class with Mrs Wise and an artist in residence, Liza Gandy, in the theme of the Nyoongar seasons 
near the creek pump. A further addition was a wooden bridge that was  installed in the creek area after the busy bee. 
The Northern Suburbs Men’s Shed kindly donated their time and expertise to build the wooden bridge. Kerbing was 
installed to finish the creek bed area and a sand kitchen was delivered and installed by our playground contractor 
finalising the project by 23 November 2016.  

The project was an incredibly rewarding two and a quarter years. While Amanda Wood project managed the nature 
play space, she acknowledges that she certainly wasn't alone and only through a great team do projects like this get 
delivered successfully. There was a huge commitment and support from the principal, Don Boyes and deputy principal 
Eileen Buswell who shared the vision to create a nature play space for the students along with many other teachers, 
parents/carers/grandparents and students. A  special mention goes to parents Andrew Morris, Mike Hoath, Luke Vesely 
and Dean Cantwell and teachers Jane Ridley and Fiona Hammill for their time, dedication and passion for this project. 

One of the significant outcomes of the project was the sense of community that was built through the many busy bees 
that involved so many parent/carer/grandparent, teacher and student volunteers whose efforts were tireless and 
enthusiasm contagious. 

This was a huge project that was delivered on time and on budget only due to all of the amazing support from our 
school community and it is incredibly rewarding now seeing our children playing in an enjoying the amazing space our 
school community has created. 

More information about the project is available at: https://dalmainnatureplay.wordpress.com/ 

https://dalmainnatureplay.wordpress.com/
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Additional Information 

Dalmain Primary School students continued to have an 

attendance pattern above the state average in 2016.  

It is very similar to other “Like” schools and is within 

the expected range. 

 

Community Satisfaction 

School Questionnaires 

Surveys have been carried out for many years at Dalmain PS. From  

2014 all government schools were required to conduct a national 

survey every two years. This survey  was carried out in October 2016 

and involved the surveying of students (Years 5/6), parents and staff 

to ascertain each group’s satisfaction across all aspects of the 

management of the school. The results of each of the surveys were 

collated and analysed to identify areas of strength and areas for 

improvement. The results were summarised and presented to the 

School Board, P&C and school staff. The results were very positive, 

with very high levels of satisfaction being recorded. The parent 

responses are summarised below. This survey will be re-administered 

in 2018. 



 

 

 

Value Adding 

Dalmain PS is committed to providing a caring and inclusive leaning environment for its students. There are a 

number of additional support strategies and programs that have been put in place to enhance the learning 

opportunities that all students have here. 

 

 Visual Arts learning program  

 Dalmain Urban Garden and Wastewise program 

 Year 6 School Leadership Program and Camp 

 School Choir and drumming program 

 WAMSE Massed Choir Music Festival 

 Greenwood College Transition Program 

 Buddy Classes 

 School Instrumental Music Program 

 Chess Club 

 Walk to School and Healthy Breakfast Day 

 Coding Club 

 Support A Reader program 

Student Responses 

 



 

 

School Finances 

In 2016 Dalmain PS received funding from a range of sources as outlined below. Funds were allocated in consultation with 

curriculum leaders, the school finance committee and the school board.  

 

Budget Summary 2016 

 




